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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 100 performancd-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professionalzompetencies of vocational teachers The
competencies upon Much these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified throUgh- research as being impbrtant to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction. The modules are suitable for
he preparation of teachers in all occupational areas

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate>
theory and application, reach culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the tead4r's-performance-of the spec-
ified competency, The materials are designed for use by indt-
%/idol or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educator .acting as

. resource persons Resource persons should be skrfied'in the
leacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly otiented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these'matenals

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs4o meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educe-

--bon, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained m three re-
fated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
PrOfessional Development for Vocational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the Materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision anti, refinement

Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton! Prbram Director, Robert E Norton, As-

.

sociate ghtm Director, Glen E Pardig, Specialist, Lois Hark
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also extended to Kristy Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant; and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for theie contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributions mape by fo'rmer program staff to-
ward developmental versions 6f these materials are also ac-
knowledged. Calvin J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upoR which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R. Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974

Appreciation is also extended to all those,oureide The Centr
(consultants, field site- coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various
phaseS of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in codReration with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State Universaty and at
the University of Missouri-Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri - Columbia

following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
waaperformed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the \iocation al teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College,Bolorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland (Sol-
lege, PE I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo? Temple University,
University of Arizona, University of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado., University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University.

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
spoosorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureauof Occupaticinal and Adult Education of the U 1 Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor
Director,
The Ceer for Vocational Education

00 THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Center for Vocational Edutation siission to
increase the ability of diverse agencies. in [tutu:ins, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning and preparation The Center
fulfills ;till Mission by

Generating knowledge,thrbugh research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs dnd outcomes

d Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
programs

A A
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Engineering Center

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

The American Association for Vocational Instructional
'Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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c INTRODUCTION
...

As human beings, we seek and respond to the
approval of others, especially those we identify
with or look up to. Approval from someone we
adrilire or respect (whether in the form of a smile or
nod, a material gift, or special treatment of some,
sort) is seen as a reward; disapproval is seen as

nishment. We tend to repeat those actions that
ring us rewards, and to avoid these that bring us

punishment, from people who play a significant
role in our lives.

1

The vocational teacher is a significant figure in
the lives of his/her students. As such, he/she has
theability to encourage desirable behaviors and

- discourage undesirable behaViors in students,
through`the s'enSitive and effective use of approval
and disapprovalthat is, through the use oposi-
tive and negative reinforcement. The effective use

, of 'reinforcement techniques in the classroom
. creates an atmosphere in which learning is en-

couraged and strengthened

This module is designed to help you understand
the various types and uses of reinforcement tech-
niques in teaching, and to help you acquire skill in
applying these techniques in your own teaching

i
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ABOUT THIS MODULE

Objectives
Tannin& Objective: Ingan actual school situation, em-
ploy reinforcement techniques, Your performance will
be assessed by your resdurce Oersont, using the Teacher
Performance As,sessment Form, pp. 47-48 (Learning
Experience IV).

Enablkigibbjectices:
1 After completing the cequireci reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the types and uses of reinforcement
techniques in teaching (Learning Experience I)

2. After observing a teacher giving a lesson, antique the
teacher's use of reinforcement techniques (Learninq
Experience II)

_ 3 In a simukiled classroom situation employ or plan for
the employTttent of reinforcement techniques (Learn-
ing Experience III)

Prerequisites
To complete this module, you must have competency in
developing a lesson plan and using oral questioning
techniques If you do not already have these competen-
cies, meet with your resource person to determine what
method you will use to gain these skills One option is to
complete the information and practice activities in the
following modules

Develop a Lesson Plan, Module B-4
Employ Oral Questioning Techniques, Module
C-12

Resources
A list of outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref-

1 erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting p activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions,,or in assessing your progress at any
time 4 1,

Learning Experience I
Optipnal

Reference Allen, Dwight ancM<evin Ryan Mic-
roteaching Reading, MA Addison-Wesley Publish-

. 'ing Company, 1969
Reference Selected works on reinforcement by
Clark L Hull and/or B F Skinner

Wee
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Learning Experience II
Required

A teacher experienced in the use of reinforcement
techniques whose performance you can observe

--and critique If an actual teacher is unavailable, an
alternate activity has been provided
A locally-produced videotape of a teacher employ-
ig reinforcement techniques which you can view
for the purpose of critiquing that teacher's perfor-
mance (required only if you select this alternate
activity)
Videotape equipment for viewing avideotaped pre-
sentation involving the use of reinforcement tech-
niques (required only if you select the above alter-
nate activity)
The film, 'Increasing Student 'ParticipationI
Reinforcement," Stanfolt,-- California, Stanford
University, Schocil of Edudafion (reqiiired only if you
select this alternate activity)
A film projector for viewing the filmed presentation
(required only if you select the above alternate activ-
ity)
A screen to use with the projector (required only if
you select the above alternate activity)
A resource.person with whom you can discus&your
completed criticibe of a teacher's performance in
Using reinforcement techniques

Learning Experience III
Required

1-5 peers to role-play students to whom you are
presenting a lesson involving the use of reinforce-
ment and strengthening techniques, and to critique
your performance in employing reinforcement
techniques If peers are unavailable, you'rnay pres-
ent your lesson to your resource person

Optional
Videotape equipment fo'r taping, viewing, and self-
evaluating your presentation

Learning Experience IV
Required

An actual school situation in which you can employ
reinforcement techniques . ./
A resource person to assess your competency in
employing reinforcement techniques.

This module covers performance element numbers 103 105, 107, 109
from Calvin J Cotrell et at , Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical
Education Report No V (Columbus, OH The triter for vocational
Educatiop, The Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements in this ,
document form the research base for all The Center s PBTE module'
development

For information about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and terminology/which is common to all 100
modules see About Using The nter s PBTE Modules'on the inside
back cover

5.



Activity

#

Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledgeof the .
types and uses of reinforcement techniques in teaching.

You will be reading the information sheet, Reinforcement Techniques,
6-11.

Optional You may wish to read the supplementary references, Alien and Ryan,
kActivity Microteaching. pp. 126-146; and/or selected works by Hill or Skinner.

%NO

Activity
You will be demonstrating knowledge of thertypes and uses of reinforce-
ment techniques in teaching by completing the Self-Ctfeck, pp. 12-16.

1/4

You will be evaluating your compcy by compang your completed
Self-Check with the Model Answers, pp. 17-18.

t
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For information on the types of reinforcementtechniques commonly used
A in the classroom, and their use in encouraging'desirable behaviors, dis-

couraging undesirable behaviors, and strengthening learningracontent,
read the fotweg information sheet'

REINFORCEMENT TECHNIQU
Reinforcement means "to strengthen In edu-

cation, we use reinforcement techniqu,es to pro-
vide students with feedback on the acceptability of
their performance and, thus, to strengthen desir-
able perfotrnahce and minimize or eliminate un-
desirable performancl The specific techniques
used to reinforce beh ior of learning vary, how-
ever

Whenearning theorists hear the word "rein
forcement," they think-of techniques such as re-
ward (positive reinforcement), punishment (nega-

.-- tive reinforcement), and extinguishing (elimina-
tion of a behavior) These techniques are designed
to encourage or discourage behaviors or learning
(which is a behavior change) Fot example, if a
student answers a question correctly in class, you
could positively reinforce that response by saying,
"That's very good "- If a student has a problem

, staying in
his/her seat,
you could
use positive
reinforcement
by showing
approval
when he/she ,

is, in fact, in
thereat Yoy
could use
negative ,

reinforcement
by showing
disapproval
when the -

student is out of his/her seat' Qr, you could try to
extinguish the behavior by ignoring the student
when ,he/she is out of the seat.

In addition, the word "reinforcement" is often.
used to suggest a technique such as drill (Le , any
techniqiie desigqed to strengthen the student's
learning of subject matter or' content). For ex-
ample, if you have a student who has trouble re-
membering how many pints are in a quart, you
could give that student ten problems which re-
quire him/her to apply this concept Through repe-
tition, then, the, concept should be mastered In
addition to review, and drill, techniques such as

4.
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audio- and vigeolape replay, summaries and re-
views, and prdbrammed materials are also used to
reinforce contentlearningThe remaindeF of this
information sheet will discuss each of these
specific reinfordement techniques in depth

Positive Reinforcement (Reward)
A positive reinforcer is any action bye teacher

that encourages the student to behave in the de-
sired way Reduced to its most basic form, positive
rbinforcement (reward) theory st9ips that when a
student performs some act, such as giving a cor-
rect answer to a teacher's question, and he/she is
rewarded for it by the teacher, he/she is more likely
to repekt that act in the future The purpose of the
positive Ndnforcement is to reward the correct be-
havior that took place immedi tely before the rein-
forcement The effect is to rake that behavior
more likely to recur As the student repeats the
response and is given further rewards, the be-
havior becomes more firmly established until it is
'learned The afore; consistently he/she is re-
warded, the more readily the studegt will learn.

Your task is to arrange the- situation so that the
students will seek the available rewards as they
proceed in their learning. The reward that you use
to facilitate learning must be something the stu-
dent wants or finds pleasant Rewards may take
the form of special privileges such as being ex-
cused from doing an assignment, or personal ap-
proval such as a smile or a word of encourage-

,
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ment Often, the rewards fgr learning will come
from the r nforcement of the learning material
itself. For e mple, as a student learns how to bake
cookies, the finished product of the learning (the
delicious cookies) will be the re

Keep in mind, however, that the reinforcement
must be something that the student considers de-
sirabl not necessarily something you.think is a
rewar* You may feel, for example, that a perfect
score on a quiz is strong reinforcement However,
a student in the class who is anxious to work on
his/her new motorcycle might consider being ex-
cused from homework to be a more meaningful
reward Therefore, you must knOw your students
in order to apply effective reinforcement

A As new subject matter is presented, these rein-
forcdments or rewards should be given every time
the student responds in the desired way After the
initial learning, you can space out the reinforce-
ments

Research ,demonstrates that if learning is to
take place, the following four guidelines must be
fbllowed (1) the subject matter must be pre-
sented to the student at his her own level, (2) the
subject matter must be presented in a )ogicai or
psychological sequence, (3) the student must
know when he she is making correct or incorrect
responses, and (4) reinforcements must be given

.as the student gets closer and closer To the de-
fined goal This indicates that both you and the
student must know what the goals are and that
the student should be positively reinforced (re-
warded) as he she progresses toward the goals

Positive reinforcement is by far the most useful
and effective type of reinforcement to use while
teaching subject matter. Consider the following
example

A cosmetology teacher is attempting to teach a stu-
dent the correct way to wind hair on permanent rods
The teacher describes and demonstrates The stu-
dent tries but winds the hair incorrectly After sev-
eral attempts, the student makes a correct curl
The teacher immediately remarks enthusiastically
That s Just right Do it again

In this example, the desired behavior is the cor-
rect winding of the hair The reinforcement is
provided by the teacher s praise and encourage-
ment Most students like being told they are doing
the task correctly, and this student will probably
try to repeat the desired motions until he she has
learned the task perfectly

Reinforcement must take place after the stu-
dent makes the first contact with new learning,
not before For example, there is not much use in
giving your students time off (reward) from class
today in the hope that they will memorize the
units of measure in the metric system next week

7

It is also important that the learning be rein-
forced quickly after it happenswithin a few
seconds is best If the student gives the correct
answer, you should immediately say something...,
such as "That's right'" or "Very good thinking''
even a few minutes' interval between the be-
ha/ior and the reinforcement can make the rein:.
to cement less effective Sometimes a reward de-
layed has the effect of no reward at all

Positive reinforcement, then, is_any action that
encourages the student to behave in the desired
way You have only a limited vanetyof reinforcing
words, expressions, motions, and rewards avail-
able to you, therefore, you must learn to use them
well

The following lists suggest svne of the positive
reinforcements that you may use-in the course of
a lesson Some of these are tangible rewards,
others are intangible rewards such as expres-
sions -of approval, physical expressions, or
privileges Some of these words, phrases, ac-
tions, and expressions may seem unnatural or
awkward to you. but of course every teacher will
need to develop a repertoire oVpositive rein-
forcements that suit his/her personal teaching
style, student group, and manner of expression
One teacher may say. That is very clever work,'
while another will express the same po;itive rein-
forcement by exclaiming, 'That's dynamiter
Sortie spoken words of approval you could use
area

yes
good
wonderful
nice
okay
great

correct
excellent
perfect
beautiful
exciting
fine

right
terrific
continue
remarkable
exactly
super

Some spoken phrases of approval you could use
are

, fine answer that s clever
go ahead that s interesting
an right you perform very well
of course I m pleased
that s true thank you
hdw true that shows thought

donea good way of putting .1 remarkably well
keep going well thought out
good thinking you re doing better,
good response you are improving
right on this is the best yet

Some nonverbal expressions of approval are
looking at the student
smiling
nodding
grinning
raising eyebrows
laughing happily
standing or sitting next to student
handling student s work individually
shaking student is hand
clapping hands/
raising arms I

signaling ileay

L)
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cocking head 4
thumbs ugoi .

circling hand through air to encourage student to
continue patting student on the back
moving toward student to talk to him her

Other actions you can take to show your approval
include

displaying student s work
asking student to sttow what he she is doing
asking student to explain something to the class,
using student as assistant
asking student to lead descuSsion
appointing student as chairperson of committee
asking student to work problem on the board
using student as model of(correct performance
asking student to participartrin demonstration
giving student free time
awarding student points toward a reward

To sum marize
A positive reinforcer is something that in-
creases the probability of the behavior befrig
repeated It is usually something the student
likes or wants
Positive reintorcfme must follow the de-
sired behavior, not reCede It
The reinforcement hould follow the stu-
dent's response.irrimediately or very shortly
afterwaFds
At first, the positive reinforcement should Icie
given for every correct response, then leSs
frequently
The reinforcement must be omitted when the
desired behavior does not occur

Negative Reinforcement (Punishment)
Negative reinforcement is any action, taken im-

mediately after the fact, that discourages repeti-
tion bf uryiesirable behavior on the part of the
student Negative reinforcement is ordinarily
something that the student does not want or will
not like It is punishment

While the definition given above is not a strictly
scientific one, it is useful for the practicing
teacher The purpose of this type of 7einforcement
is to discourage repetition of the behavior that
occurred immediately preceding the reinforce-
ment The effect is to make that behavior-less likely
to recur However, negative reinforcement may
have serious 4 unwanted side effects if used
carelessly or insensitively You should avoid fre-
quent use of it in instructional settings There are
times, however, when the situation calls for its use
In this case, negative reinforcement should be fol-
lowed by or coupled with some form of positive
reinforcement Consider how the teacher in the
following example used negative reinforcement,
and what its effects might be

The electronics teacher. Ms Flint, has given her be-
ginning class the assignment of setting up a simple

series circuit on their experiment bowds Greg com-
pletes his set-up and asks Ms Flint to check it Sbe,
looks at'the board, itpmedietely disconnects all the
compone'n'ts, and hands the whole thing back to Greg
with instructions to try again

1

WI this example, the undesirable behavior was
Greg's setting up the circuit incorrectly The nega-
tive reinforcement was Ms Flint's destruction of
Greg'S work The purpose was to discourage Greg
from repeating that incorrect experimental set-up.

19Tost students enjoy success Ms Flint is evidently
hoping that Greg will not like having his work turn

gut to be futile and disapproved of by the teacher
She is hoping that he will not attempt the same
solution to the assignment, but will try another 14
Ms Flint is wise, she will help Greg to achieve the
correct solution and then use positive reinforce-
ment to speed the learning procesS

It can be seen that you must use negative rein-.
forcement very sparingly and carefully Signs, of
disapprovi words such as that was,dumb," fa-
cial expressions such as grimacing, or actions
such as ridiculing a student in front of the class
are negative reinforcement techniques which can
be damaging, with no legitimate place in the class-
room

Negative reinforcement is a form of punishment,
and if you become associated with punishment,
your effectiveness will surely be impaired There is
a strong risk that Greg, for example, may begin to
avoid `attempting to solve laboratory problems,
and may even skip tomorrow's electronics class If,
however, you have a good strong relationship with
your students, mild negative reinforcement may

'spur them to greater effort

The following lists suggest a few negative rein-
forcers that are sometimes acceptable for use in

8 19
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the classroom. Some spoken phrates of disap-
proval you could use are I-

That's not exactly correct
you need ta.think that through again
Incorrect
unsatisfactory /
you can ddbetter than that

Some nonverbal expressions of disapproval are
lookind disappointed
phakmg head
frowning 1

Other actions you can take to show your disap-
proval include

keeping student'after schopl
stopping the class.and quietly staring at the student
withdrawing a desired privilege from the student
giving a poor grade to the student

You hav'e the very difficult task of trying to de-
termine when and how much to reward or to
punish students.jt cricult to know what consti-
tutes rewardror punishment for the specific stu-,
dent. This rust be learned from thoughtful ex-
perience and sensitivity to individual students'
reactions.

Teachers are often discouraged when the stu-
dents do not agree with the teacher's own idea of
what constitutes reward or punishement The
teacher's complain* that students don't caret
whether they get a grade of F or not, indicates that
there may be a great difference in It lue systems

-:trptween student and teacher

Again, different cultural _and socioeconomic
groups respond to different rein-forcers, and indi-
viduals within groups vary widely in what they per-
ceive to be a reward of punishment One student
might be very, pleased to have the teacher send
home a note commending his/her school work
Another student, who values the approval of his/
her friends, might be mortified by such a note if
gold grades were not "in" with this ,group. Thus,

first student's reward may be the second stu-
dent's punishment

4.
Extinguishing

When a student behavior is not followed by any
reward or °thers reinforcement, that behavior is
likely to occur less frequently This kind of no
reinforcement" tends to reduce the behavi-Or to
extinction, and therefore, referred to as extin-
guishing. The most common form of extinguish-
ing is ignoring the student behavior concerned
Corder the following example

The Spar-110 teacher is attempting to conduct all
Classroom conversation in the Spanish language,
with nocEnglish spoken Frequently, students forget
and blurt out a cidestion or response in English When
this happens, the teacher simply ignores the student
Who has spoken in English and cans on some other
student instead After many days of this, only Spanish
is heard in the class

The extinguishing technique being used in this
exa le is to ignore the student who uses the
wron language. The teacher's purpose is 'to
eliminat the use of gnglish in the class. The effect
is to gra ally extinguish the behavior of speak-
ing English in class.

It should be noted that extinguishing well-
learned behaviors requires time and patience on
your part. In fact, the undesirable behavior may
actually increase at first as stlents try desper-
ately to repeat behaviors they used to find rein-
fdrcing. Ano.ther hazard is that the student who is
ignored may find this to be aopunishment, and
may stop trying to participate in the class at all.

Verb's! and Nonverbal Cues
The preceding discussion assumes that the

teacher is sensitive to the atmosphere in the class-
room, alert to students' responses, and able to
react verbally and nonverbally to demonstrate
his/her approval, disapproval, and enthusiasm.
There is increasing research evidence that stu-
dents, actually learn more when their teacher
shows personal enthusiasm and energy when giv-
ing a lesson to the claSs. There is a striking rela-
tionship between teacher behavior thatis stimulat-
ing; imaginative, and done with movement, and
student learning. Gestures, facial expressions,
etc., seem to help students comprehend the struc-
ture of the lesson, to direct their attention to the
important ideas as they occur, and to stimulate
attention. They also reinforce desired student be-
havior by lating students know when you approve
of their questions or comments.

9
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It is easier to feel that a person is'showing en-
thusiasm than to dearly describe that person's
actions when he/she is showing if. However, there
are some forms of teacher behavior that are gen-
erally agreed to be evidence of an enthusiastic and
dynamic teaching approach. You can walk about
the room during the lesson, or stand in various
positions before the class. Yout'can work at the
chalkboard, lite the overhead projector, operate
apparatus, or hold up objects for class viewing.
The students' attention will normally follow you,
thus focusing interest ortwhat you want the stu-
dents to see. You change the scene as you move,
breaking the monotony. Moving about tends to
indicate that you are excited and energetic.

Head gestures, such as nodding to indicate
agreement, acceptance, encouragement, or per-
mission, can and should be used often by the

teacher. Shaking your head to,show disagreement
or refusal should be used more sparingly. Shoul-
der reovementsuch as shrugging to indicate un-
certainty; arm movements such as waving to call
on Or encourage a student; and hand gestures
such as pointing to create emphasisall these
gestures can be used alone or in combination to
signal complex reactions. In addition, your facial
expressions, vocal inflection, and rate of speech
can indicate your reactions to, and _interest in,
classr6om events.

. ,

.

You can learn to convey to students that you are
enthusiastic and pleased with their progress. You
do not need to feel that teaching in this'manner is a
gift that some peoplehave and others do not. You
can learn the necessary techniques, practice using
them, and
finally de-
velop a
dynamic
style of
teaching that It
fits naturally
wish your
own person-
ality,and
mandlar. Of
course, a
false, forced,
or excessive
kind of be-
havior is
often easily .
detected, and
helpful

. .

can be more distracting than

Strengthening Techniques
The effective 'usefrof the reinforcement tech-

niques described above will tend to create a posi-
tive atmosphere for learning, to encourage the
kinds of behaviors that will enable students to
achieve, In other words, if will tend to strengthen
learning. .

There is another set of reinforcement tech-
niques, or strengthening techniques, 'which can
be used specifically to strengthenThe learning of
content. These strengthening technique's involve
the use of repetition or revievito reinforce learn-
ing and help students grasp or retain essential
information.

Audio- and videotape replay have many in-
structional uses.Dne ofthese is to allow the stu-
dentdent to repeat the same instruction or content tli
mastery has occurred. The material may be on a
commercial tape or a teacher-made recortlin_9, or
it may be something the student has recorded
himself/herself. In the latter case, the student

1
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might record his/her practice sessions, seek feed-, 4 who has been unsuccesjful with conventional .

back,(evaluation), then repeat the pfocethlre, if 7 struction,programmedTearning may prove helpful
necessary, until he/she has-attaided his/her Objec- because of its smell steps and immediate rein-
tive. In any case, it is the repetition that reinfo;ees r4orceme,n12*
(strengthens) learning , -, . 0.\ brills involve the repetition of stbjeci matter

Summaries and reviews afeuseful for.looiong OW mastery has ocourcep UsuAlly, few'thought
at material` again (either with the ditrne:focug,',or:'0'EroCetsses are' involved in simple practice drills

m a drfferent perspective) to helpst014ite. Therefore, you stputd exercise caution en-
p the key concepts and retain them In suil-1- couraging simple drill fol students except in those

marizin9 a lesson, for example, you (1) condense cases in which subject matter needs only to be
the rmportint points covered into a brief summary, memorized or to become automatic For example,

7-0.(2) review with the students all the important memorizirig, the layout of the type'cese in graphic
points covered, (3) encourage' students. to ask arts, definitions-of Medical terms in health occupa-
questions or express ideas during the summary, tions, or shorthand symbols in stenography, can
Snd (4) use students' responses to reinforce or best be accomplished thriough'siple drills

,clarify the important concepts'

Programmed materials can be used for sys-
terVic reviews by students This can take two
patte?ns. (1) review used as a kind Of reebnclitibr-
ing to bring old learnings into active or or (2)

review used as a summary after_ instruction by
More coventional methods ,Also, for a student

ft

Optional
Activity

%SO

1 To gain skill in summarizing a lesson you may wish to refer to Module
C-11 SuMmarize a Lesson
2 To gain skill in usim programmed materials you may wish to reterlo
Module C-28 Emplot Programmed Instruction

For further information on reinforcement techniques, you may wish to,read
Allen and Ryan, Microteaching, pp 126-146 This reading discusses posi-
tive reinforcement techniques, and the use of silence and nonverlial cues
to increase student participation in class It includes transcripts of ilms on
reinforcement, evaluation sheets to use in Critiquing the performance of
the teachers in the films, and case study exercises which you can com-
plete

You could also read selected works by or about Clark L Hull or B F.
Skinner, two-of the most influential theorists in the area of rernfOrcement

1
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The following items check your comprehension of the .material in the
information sheet, Reinforcement Tdchniques, pp.-6-11. Each of theine
.items requires a short essay-type response. Please expf'ain fully, but briefly,

- and make sure you respond to all part's of each item.
ir

4

,SELF-CHECK
1. Explain why a particular reward may reinforce learning with one stud 't but

OW

i

.

r .

t

.

.
2 In what way is positive reinforcement related,to motivation?- .

Iir

s ,-

4 .

/
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3. How does reinforcement theory apply to classroom instruction"

`a 4

6
4

4. Name three techniques.forencouraging and discouraging behavior and give one example of each

4

or
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5. Accept or reject the statement, "Negative reinforcers should be tsed as often as positive reinforcers
in instructional settings." Support your position.

I

.

-,v

e

/

4

6 Why must a teacher give reinforcement immediately following a desired behavior'?
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4 ,
7. Assume theta teacher made the following statements about

again!" What type of reinforcement is being used, and what
about the behavior? ,

,,

. .

I

agiven behavior: "That's good! Do fit

assumptions can you generally make

0

8. Negative reinforcement is somewhat similar to extinguishing Bxplain the similarity

1

p.
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9. How can strengthening techniques be used to facilitate learning of content?
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Compare your written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given below Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses, hoWever, you should have covered the same major points,

MODEL ANSWERS
Just as there are cultural and socioeconomic
diffe5ences between grdups, there are also dif-
ferences between people within each group As.
a result, people tend to respond differently to
different reinforcements John may be very
pleased .to have his project displayed by the
teacher 4as ah example of good planning and

. Construction., while Larry might become- very
hostile because the peers in his group do not
approve of group members setting an example
for the rest of the class

2. Reinforcement occurs after a learning act and
is concernedwithmotiyating a student to want
to repeat that act Therefore, positive rein-
forCement is a method of motivation that is
used after a desirable behavior has occurred

A widely accepted premise in reinforcement
tleory is the section that where there it a be-

.
travior chang*,,learning occurs. That is, student
behavior is learnedit doesn't just happen
Further, it is accepted that behievior can be pre-
dicted and modified This theory has direct ap-
plicatian in the classroom.. By applying rein-
forcemeat principles,. the teacher can reward
good behavior, enc,ou raging students to repeat
it again=and punish or ignore uridesitabtete-
havior, discouraging ,students from repeatAg
the behavior.

4 Positive Reinforcement is any act by the
teacher to Ancourage a studerrt to repeet de-

' sired behavior An example feitows After a
dent gives a correct respOrrge to a 'question
posed by the teacher, the teacher immediately
respojds, "That's very good thinking, John!"

Negative. ReinforceMent is aff aCt by the
teacher to discbu rage undeSiraV4 behavior An.
example follows. A student (Ed) was absent for
several days m order' to take a vacation in
Florida with his parents The teacher'had sent
along all the assignments so that Ed would not

- fall behind. When he arrived for class, the activ-
ity for that day was to take a quiz on all ttce
material Ed had missed EN-sanded in a blank
answer sbeet The teacher marked an "F" on

the paper and assigned Ed extra homework
until he had caught up on the missed work.

s -
Extinguishing is the.planned absence of any
reinforcement An example follows. The shop
teacher -established a rule in class that each
student dishing to participate in class discus-
sion must first get permission Tim waseager to
answer a question and started to answer before
he got permission. The teacher ignored him
and recognized another student who had re-
quested permission to speak

. 5 Positive reinforcement should be-applied much
more often than negative reinforcement, be-
cause negative resnforcers can be very, damag-
ing if not used with caution Generally speak-
ing, negative reinforcement is something stu-
dents do not desire. In some cases, depending
on the sensitivity of the student,cegative rein-
forcement can 'Java serious side effects There-
fore, in the majority of instructional situations,
the statement would not be accepted

Reinforcement is mist effective when it Is
applied 'immediately after learningwithin a
few seconds is best Since this is a caseof
desired behavior, the teacher would want to
have the best assurance that the behavior will
be repeatediagain The best assurance, so far
as timing of reinforcement is concerned, is to
apply it immediately following the desired be-
havior In this way, the student is not likely to
confuselhe reinforCement with other, less tie-
eirable, behaviors

7. In this situation the teacher positively rein-
forzed the student's behavior In addition, one 11.
can make the fallowing assumptions about the
behavior

The behavior exhibited by the student was
desirable

.,The probability 'of the student repeating
the behtv"ior is greater

fr. The student will receive frequent rein-
forcerpent for the behavior a the teacher
wishes it to beleained.

.6

117 1



8. Negative reinforcement and extinguishing are
Simi Ihr in that they are both used to discourage

-Undesirable behavior.

Among other possible uses, strengthening
OP"

techrhues like summaries, drills, and au.-
diotape replaks are used to provide the student
with opportunities for repeating the same in-
struction or content until mastery occurs.

,
LEVEL OR PERFORMANCE: Your Completed Self - k should have covered the same major points as
the Model Answers. If You missed some points or ha questions about any additional points you made,
review the material in the information sheet, Reinforcement Techniques; pp: 6-11, or checlS,with your
resource person if necessary. . . . r
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Learning Experience

z
. , - ' .

After observing a teacher 'giving a iesson, critique the teachers use of
rent techniques: . .. _

a
You will be observing an actual teacher giving a lesson, or Mewing a
locally-produced videotape of a' teacher g ing a lesson, ,or vie king the
film, "Increasing Student Participation--.1: inforbement," and critiquing
the performance of that teacher, using t Critique Form, pp. 21-22.

You will be evaluating your competency in critiquing Atte performance of
the teacher in using reinforcement techniques by discussing your critique
with your resource peron. .

.,
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Arrange through your resource person to observe a teacher giving a
lesson, for the purpose of critiquing that teacher's use of reinforcement
techniques. To complete this activity, you could

identify, through your resource person, an actual teacher whose class
you could visit (e.g., your resource person, or some other skilled
teacher)
view a locally - produced videotape available at your institution show-

Activity ing a teactier giving a lesson
view the film, "Increasing Student ParticipationI Reinforcement,""
which shows a teacher using reinforcement techniques during a
lesson

Below is a Critique Form with questroos to guide you in preparing a written
critique of the teacher's competency in using reinforcement techniques.
Read each question, and indicate by circling the YES or NO, whether or not
the teach%accomplished each item. Briefly explain your retponses in the
space provided for comments below each' item (i.e., give examples of the
gestures, words, or actions of the teacher; indicate whether the reinforce-
ment was positive, negative, or extingujshing, indicate whether the tech-
nique used was appropriate to the situation, etc.)

"01

CRITIQUE FORM

1 Did the teacher use nonverbal reinforcement during the lesson (gestures, YES NO
body movements, facial expressions)9

Comments

2. Did the teacherbse verb& reinforcement during the lesson (spoken words YES NO
and phrases indicating approval or.disapproval)9

Cornents

22
21



-S. Did the teacher use reinforcements such as the giving or withdrawalof YES NO
material rewards or privileges during the lesson?

Comments:

It
4. Did the teacher keep negative reinforcement to a minimum'?

IP Comments.,

-.."

YES, NO

5 Did the teachers delivery indicate _interest-and enthusiasm (e g , varied.. YES NO
Vocal inflections, pleasant vocal quality, varied rate of speecO, etc )?

Comments

6. Did the teacher appear to be responsive to students' verbal and nonverbal YES NO
cues?

Comments

0
22 23
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- II

There is no formal feedback device for this activity. You will be evaluating
your competency in critiquing the performance of an actual or taped
teacher in using reinforcement techniques by discussing your critique.
with your resource person. At this meeting, you could (1) explain further
yourtorrrrnents concerning the teacher's performance, (2) indicate your
ovdrall evalua,tion of the teacher's use of reinforcement and the effective-
ness of the lesson, and/or (3) suggest how you might have used reinforce-
ment in this particular situation if you had been giving the lesson.

........ t.i,

2*4 ,

/
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Learning Experience III
OVERVIEW

4
In a simulated classroom situation-, employ or plan for the employment of
reinforcenlient techniques. 4

NOTE: The next six items involve role-pl*aii4vith peers. If peers are not
available to you, proceed directly to the e on of the alternate activity
which folio .

You will be selecting a student perforriae objective in your occupational
specialty, and selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan deSigned
to achieve that objective, giving special attention to the use of reinforce-
ment techniques.,

_

1
You may wish to have you'r resource person review the adequacy of your-
plan.

You will be presenting the lesson to a group of peers.

You,may wish To record your presentation on 'videotape for self-evaluation
purposes.

Iv

ICI V

-
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4

Your competency in employing reinforcement techniques will be
evaluated by your peers, using theiReinforcement Checklist, pp. 29-40.

t

If you' record yotir preseraion orilvidetitape, you may wiehlo evaluate
your own performance, using the Reinforcement Checklist, pp. 29-40.

..

Yqu will be reading the Case Situations, pp: 41-42, and planning rein- ,

t techniques-to use with the students described.

You will bg evaluating your competency in planning reinforcement tech-
niques by ccinPiring your completed responses with the Model Answers,
pp. 43-44.

r
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Activity

c"--'`
Optional
Activity

4

NOTE: The following activities involve role-playing with peers. If peers are
not available tdiyou, turn Nip. 4i for an explanation of the alternate activity.

Select a student performance objective in your occupational specialty and
develop a detailed lesson plan for achieving that objective: As part of your
plan/ develop a series of oral questions to direct and motivate students'
thinking throughout the lesson. (The use of or4I questioning techniques in
your lesson is suggested to ensure that you will have an opportunity to
employ reinforcement techniques as you Interact with students during
the lesson.) Your plans should also include the use of one or more tech-
niques to strengthen learning of content (e.g., drill, PDhimary) appropriate
to the objective you have selected. Instead of developing a lesson plan, you
may select a lesson plan that you have developed previously and adapt that
plan so that it includes (1) the use of oral questioning techniques, and (2)

st he use of content strengtherfing techniques.

You may with-td have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan. He/she could use the Teacher Performance Assessment Form in
Module B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan, as a guide.

O

In a simulated classroom situation, present your lesson to a groupsof one to
five peers, applying reinforcement and strengthening techniques as ap-
propriate. These peers should be 'persons in your occupational specialty
who have taken or are taking this module, and will serve two functions: (1)
they will role-play the students to whom you are presenting your lesson,
and (2) they will evaluate your performance

Tit

If yob{ wish to self-evaluate, you may record your performance on videotape
so you may view your own presentation at a later time.

Multiple copies of the Reinforcement Checklist are provided in this learn-
ing experience. Give a copy to each peer before making your presentation
in order to ensure that each knows what t6 look for in your lesson
However, indicate that during, the lesson, all attention is to be directed
toward you, and that the checklists are to be completed after the lesson is
finished.

If you videotaped your lesson, you may wish to self-evaluate using a copy of
the Reinforcement CheckliPt.

21
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REINFORCEMENT CHEG
V

a

Directions: Place an AA the N9, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indidate that
Name

each of 'the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir- Date

cumStances, a performance component was not Applacable; or impossible
to txeeute, place an X in the'N/A box.- Resource Person11/

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

.o
o *

lai

During the lesson, the teacher:
1. was alert and responsive to students' verbal and nonverbal El El El 1:3
2. immediately reinforced (rewarded) positive behavior . EEO
3. used reinforcements (positive, negative, extinguishing) that were suit-

able to students' needs, interestveand abilities
t

4. used effectively the following nonverbal expressions to show approval.
or disproval, as appropriate:
a. head gestures . .

b. shoulder movements

c. arm movements .

d. hand gestures

e! facial expressions

t. vocal 9flection

g. rate of speech

0

C:1

El El El El
E=1

1=1

D
E] OD0

5. used effectively a variety of verbal expressions to show approval and
disapproval .

6. used effectively the giving or withdrawing of material rewards or.0
privileges to show approval or disc roval

7. overall, indicated\interest and enthusiasm concerning the lesson and Elstudents' progress .

CI8. used negative reinforcementsparingly CI CI

9. used one or more of the following techniques to strengthen content
learning:
a.. audio- or videotape replays CI E]
b. summaries and reviews . , LI 0
c, programmed instruction .. .

29 30



44, ko

d, drills or practice .

10. selected content strengthening techniques on the basis of E 'EDa. the lesson objective

b. the individual needs and abilities of studenjs

11, if necessary, explained how to use the equipment, Materials, or re-
ELsources involved in the use of the strengthening technique .

I
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, or FULL responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should rivet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s) f

30
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kEINFORCEMENT CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X, in the NO, RAFITIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
Name

each of ttie following performance components was not accomplished,
Partially -accomplished, or fully a,ccomplished. if, because of -special cir- Date

cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

I LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

0
44

Dining the lesson, the teacher:
1. Was alert and responsive to stLidents: verbal and nonverbal cues El 11 0
2. Immediately reinfOrced rewarded) positive.behavior 1=1

a

3. used reinforcements (positive, negative, dxtinguishing) that were suit-
able to students' needs, interests, and abilities . . . El' p 0 Ea

4. used effectively the follo;ving nonverbal expressions to show approval
. .

or disapproval, as approbriate -
_ _

a. head gestures . ....... , .. ),
- 0

,

b shoulder movements El 0 0 El
c. e?m movement; .0' -..,_, .111 CI 0 ES
d, hand"gesturei .. , El D 0 El

,,,

e. ,facial expresslQns . 111 E .L1 El
f vocal inflection / 0 E El El. _

.
g. rate,of speech CI

4
5. used effectively a variety of verbal 'expressions to show approval and LTEdisapproval .. .

6. used effectively the giving or withdrawing of material rewards oc
111-privileges to show approval or disapproval

7. (wall, indicated interest and enthusNism concerning the. lesson and
111 E3 ci Eistudents' progress

.8. used negative reinforcement sparrrigly. . 111

-' 9. used one or mork of the following techniques to strengthen content
learning:

E] Ela, audio- or videotape replays

bi summaries and revie EI E El
c. programmed instruction rfl Li El I=.

32
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d. drhIs or pracjice . 00
10. selected content strengthening techniques on the basis of

a the lesson objective . . . noon
b the individual needs and abilities'of studen El

11. if necessary, explained how to use the equipment, m tenals, or re-
sources involved in the use of the strengthening technique El El

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Alt items must receive N/A, or FULL responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher, needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)

32 33 4



REINFORCEMENT CHECKLIST

Name

Directions: Place en X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,

Darpartially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-'
cumstandes, a perforRance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

During the lesson, the teacher:
t was alert and responsive to students' verbal and nonverbal cues 11 EVE-
2. immediately reinforced (rewarded) positive behavior -El
3. used reinforcements (positive, negative, extinguishing) that were suit-

able to students' needs,-interests, and abilities

4. used effectively the following nonverbal expressies to show approval
or disapproval, as appropriate

121a. head gestures

b. shoulder movements El
c, arm movements El
d hand gestures HI

et facial expressions CI

f. vocal inflection El
g. rate of speech

5. used effectively a variety of verbal expressions to shay/ approval and
Eldisapproval . .

6. used effectively the giving or withdrawing of fnaterial rewards or
privileges to show approval or disapproval

7. overall, indicated interest and enthusiasm concerning the lesson and
students' progress

8. used negative reinforcement sparingly 12
9. used one or more of the following techniques to strengthen content

learning
a audio- or videotape replays

b. summaries and reviews

crprogrammed instruction
IP/

334
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d. drills or practice

10. selected content strengthening techniques on tfle basis off
a the lesson objective

b. the individual needs and

11 if necessary, explained hbw
sources involved in the use

6\

Mr 4P--

q 4 42 Q. 4e

[:] CI El El,

abilities,of students CI

ofethe strengthening,teohnique nto use the equipment, materials, or re- [1 O

LE!EL OF PERFORMANCE: All /terns must receiv,4 N/A, or FULL responses. If any item 'receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and retourbe person should meet to determine what additional activities the

. teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)
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REINF011,6EMENt CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indrcats that
each of the following performabce components VMS not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplishfd. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance componentwas not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the'N/A boil:

.1

Name

Date

.ileesource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

During the lesson, the teacher:
1. was alert and responsive to students' verbal and nonverbal cues CI 0
2. immediately reinforced (rewarded) positive behavior

3 used reinforcements (positive, negative, extinguishing) that were suit-
able to students' needs, interests, and abilities . . 0:0 'cp

4. used effectively the following nonverbal expressions to show approval
or disapproval, as appropriate
a. head gestur'es 121E
b. shoulder' movements

c. arm movements 0
d. hand gestures --4 0
e. facial expressions i El -0
f. vocal inflection E
g. rate of speech I El'

0
5. used effectively a variety of verbal expressions to show approval and

disapproval . . 1=1 1=1 1=1 CD

6. used effectively the giving or withdrawiMg of material rewards or Elprivileges to show approval or disapproval . , .

7 overall, indicated interest and enthusiasm concerning the lesson and Elstudents' progress . -.

8. used negative reinforcement sparingly. 1=1 ,,.El D ID
.... ,..,

9. usedone or more of the following techniques to strengthen content
learnipg Ela audio- or videotape replays CI

b summaries and reviews . El 0 El,.. ,,,
,,

1=1 1=1
4

c. programmed instruction

35 3
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A

ie

-d. drills or practice

10. selected content strengthening techniques on the basis, of.
a. the lesson objective El DI
b. the individual needs and abilities of students .

11. if necessary, explained how to use the equipment, materials,
sources involved in the use of the strengthening technique

or re-

LEVEL OF-PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, or FULL responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource perspn should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach coriTpetency in the weak area(s).
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REINFORCEMENT CHECKLIST, tit

i
Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished
Partially accomplish-4d, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance componentIkas not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Date

Resource Person

lb 41,

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

i .I 4" e k'

During the lesson, the teaCher: . xi, El El El El1. was alert and responsive to students' verbal and nonverbal cues ..

2. immedialely reinforced (rewarded) positive behavior .

3. used re inforcements (positive, negative, extinguishing) that were suit-
able to students' needs, interests, and abilities . CI 0 El 0

4. used effectively the following nonverbal expressions to show approval
or disapproval, as appropriate
a. head gestures .. 11 0.

b. shoulder movements .

c. arm movements I .

d. hand gestures 1:1 CI

e. facial expressions ra in. -
f. Vocal inflection 0 .0 0 El.. ,

g. rate of speech ffl,

DEED.6.

..,

used effectively a variety of verbal expressions to show approval and
disapproval .. IIP

6. used effectively the giving or-withdrawing of material rewards or
privileges to show approval or disapproval

7. oterall, indicated interest and enthUsiasm concerning the lesion and
students' progress

8. used negative reinforceme nt sparingly

9. used one or more of the following techniques to strengthen content
learning:
a. audio- or videotape replays

b. summaries and reviews .

c. programmed instruction ..

a

. 3738

El E] CI El

E] 6 E o
CI

El Ell: 0
E] D 0 0 (
CI 0 0 0



a

2

A

'it 4) cib

d. drills or practice El E:1 E ID
10. selected content strengthening techniques on the basis of

.5. Ei *0a. the lesson objective ...

b. the individual needs and abilities of .students El
1,1. if necessary, explained how to use the equipment, materials, or re-

sources involved in the use of the strengthening technique .... . CY ID

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, or FULL responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what ,additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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REINFORCEMENT.CHECKLIST
0 _ .-...- .

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicEd that
each of`the folloiNing performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special dr:
cumstances, a performance component wanof applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. .

Name'

Date

Resource Person

During the lesson, the teacher:
1. was alert and responsive to students' verbal and nonverbal cues ..

2. immediately reinforced (rewarded) positive behavior

3. used reinforcements (positive, negative, extinguishing) that were suft-
able to students: needs, interests, and abilities

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

44 44 44

El El
EJ 1:1,0

4. used effectively the following nonverbal expressions to show approval
or disapproval, as appropriate.
a. head , ......

b. shoulder movements

c. arm movements .

d hand gestures

e. facial expressions

f. vocal inflection ;

g. rate of speech .

.1

5. used effectively a variety of verbal expressions to show approval and
disapproval . . .

`<,

6. used effectively the giving or withdrawing of material re,ards or
privileges to show approval dr disapproval

7. overall, indicated interest and enthusiasm concerning the leison and
students progress

8. used negative reinforcement sparingly .

a El

9. used one or more of the following techniques to strengthen content
learning.
a. audio- or videotape replays

b. summaries and reviews .

c programmed instruction'
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d. drills or practice

42 tot

10. selected content strengthening fichnives on the basis of
4 2

a. the lesson objective n-114-10
b. the individual needs and abilities of students A El El 00 I *

* , *

11. if necessary, explained how to use-the equipment, materials, or re- Er 1-1 1-1
source involved in the use of the strengthening technique L_I .L_I

LEVEJ OF PERFORIANCE: All items most recejve N/A, or RILL responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine whit additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reac i mcompetency in thee.ak area(s). 2
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heal"
Alternate
Activity

ft".
Read the following broeCase Sitilatio Assuming that this is all the
information you have, what additjpnal inf rmation would you need before
deciding what reinforcement techniques would be.appropriate? Plan in
writing the reinforcement techniques you vypuld use in, each situatiop.

CASE SITUATIONS
Case ation 1:
You hay student who consistently neglects to turn in his homework assignments.,

4

Case Situation 2:
You have a student who is constantly converstnq with hir friends u ng class

4 ti

9

Case.Situation 3:
You have a stude who tiehaves well in the classroom, but starts acting up'.the minutelie hits the
hallway.

Case Situation 4: gcl

You have a student who is chronically careless in the laboratory 7 A

. g

case Situation 5: - ,
1 ,.

, .

Ay have-a studenrwho is very shy end, consequently., never contributes verbally in class On this
particular day, she finally answers a question '1

_-

-2

..4

,Case Situation 6: 4
e

c '
A student tries out for your student vocatibrial organization's debate team, but ht) presently lacks the
skills to make.the team N, i

\
i

1111

4
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Case Situation 7:
.

While preskiting a lesson one day, it becomes obvious to you that a few of your students haven't
mastered essential material you covered the,previous week.

4

.4.
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Compare your written respo
Answers given below. Your
model responses; however,
points.

nses to the Case Situations wit e Modei
responses need not ex duplicate the
you should have covered the same major

MODEL ANSWERS

Case Situation 1:
If you have determined that the behavior does not
stem from health, family, or study habit problems,
then you can assume that the student simply does
nOt want to do his homework (has other things
he'd rather do). For him homework itself' is a
"negative" activity.

You might ask yourself whether your assignments
are in fact stimulatepg, creative, and motivating.
Asstiming that they usually are, and assuming also
that even the less exciting assignments have been
given for good and valid reasons which the stu-
dents understand, you will want to eliminate the
student's negative behavior and replace it with a
positive one (i.e., turning in homework).

In other words, you could use negative reinforce-
ment to discourage the behavior, then follow with
positive ,zeinforcement once the student changes
his behavior (i.e., begini to turn in his homework).
For example, you could speak to the student after
class and explain that you will have to notify his
parents if he does not turn in tomorrow's assign -
nlbnt.

At this point, you hope that the negatiie rein-
forcement will work, and plan a method of positive

`reinforcement to use when he turns in his woricto
encourage him to continue turning in his assi§n-
ments. You might, for exariple,' praise the student
for turning in his work, and use his enjoyment of a
certain activity (e.g., working on cars) to motivate
him to continue (e.g., tell him that now that he'd
getting his work done you'd really like his help in
class to demonstrate a particular manipulative

-skill relating to automobiles).

Case Situation 2:

If the student is not emotionally unstable, but is
aim* spirited and likes attention (e.g., cl
clown), you can try to eliminate this behavior
not giving her the response that she finds reinfo
ing (i.e., attention). That is, you can attempt t
extinguish the behavior tOrIgnorIng it.

If, however, she continues to be reinforced by the
attention. of her peers, you may need to use
stronger measures. Stopping your presentation
and staring at the student until she stops4alking
may work, unless she finds this sort of attention
reinforcing, too. You may need to ignore the be-
havior

AL
during clasa, then speak to her after class, ,(

indicating your disapproval of her bebiwior (nega-
.tive reinforcement). ,

Then, if she manages to getthrougla class period
without talking out, you could indicate after class
how pleased you wete with her behavior. If she is a
"born leader,"a might at this point enlist her
help in "keepin the class going," since the-other
students seem t "look to her for leadership." This
sort of positive einforcertient could channel her
natural ,e COnstructive directions.

Caselituati
Since this 'is Liehavior outside your classroom,
rewards or punishments associated, with your
class generally do not.._.haNka very pervasive ef-
fect, In ofeer words, he itria-y shape up outside
your-cloor,but cut up when he is out of yper range
of hearing or vision. If you wish his halkehavior
tc, improve in general, a differitnt technique will
pave to be used."Ofite again, y& must know the
Student before you ca taken any action.

this person, so he explodes into th I. It may,may be that sitting s clasi is very har

that he likes the peer reaction h ete from his
misdeeds. Negative reinforcement in the form of
verbal disapproval can be used, butagain, this

tact his behavior outside bur door only.

StrangelYlinough, one good positiVa technique
which may work is to Out theooffender in a po.sition
Iff authority. For example, if, after' the yerbal
approval, the student exhibits proper Behavior in
the hail, he could be asked to be a hall Marshall,

or to get to tele room early 40 help you do some
-task. Negative reinfoliceMegi has only a tentsp-
rary effect; positive feinforcement can create a
piltrmanent behavior change. .

a
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Vase Situation 4:
You need to determine for sure if the student is
careless due to ignorance of good safety prac-
tices, or because he has trouble concentrating, or
,because he likeemaking his peers laugh, or be-
cause of some other problem. If he knows the rules
and has no physical or mental problems which are
-causing the .problem, then probably you should
start with a little-objective negative reinforcement.
After all, this person is endangering his safety and
that of others.

He dente told firmly, but unemotionally, why his
behavior is dangerous, and he can also be barred
from using the machine (or whatever) for the re-
mainder of the day. Your job then is to meet with
him to determine what is causing the behavior and
to plan an ppropnate technique to reward him
immediately if he is careful the neat time he uses
the laboratory facilities.

Case Situation 5: 4

If this student is so shy that this is the first answer
you have gotten from her, strong positive rein-
fovment could so thoroughly embatrass her that
yo rd not hear from her again for another semes-
ter. You need a reinforcementlechnique that indi-
cates you are pleased, Okiithout calling attention to
the fact that her participation is unusual. It would
be poor, for example say, "See how much you
contribute when you m ke the effort," or "Great, I
wasn't sure you had a voice Something simple
and unobtrusive such as, "Good. Thank you," ad-
compenied_ by warm facial expressions would be
best.

Case- Situation 6:
Again, yoU need to know the student and the con-
ditions that motivated hirsto try out Did he do it for

Did he do it because another teacher
recommended that he try, Assuming that this is an
average student who really is interested in being

Alf good enough to make the team, yod need to re-
--"spond in a way which will not discourage him from

,
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Ypur completed responses to the Case Situations should Have coveted the
same major points as the model responses If you missed some points or have questions about any
additional points you made, review the material in the inform.atjon sheet, Reinfordement Techniques,
pp. 6-11, or check with your resource person if necessary.

ever trying out again=a way that will motivate him
to gain the skill he needs in order to make the
team.

Positive reinforcement is probably the best tech-
nique to use here. The student should be praised
for his interest and effort. Instead of tefling him that
he is not good enough to make the team, he should
be told that, unfortunately, others at this time, have
more experience and/or skill, but that there cer-
tainly will be other chances to try out in the future
and that you hope to see him again. One reward
that could be used would be /0 enlist his aid in
another Capacity. Perhaps, if fie is "part" of the
team in another capaafty, he may be exposed to the
skills he needs and will, in fact, make the team
later. If it is doubtful that he will ever be capable of
making the team, you should still acknowledge his
interest and try to reroute it to some area where he
can succeed

Case SituatiOn 7:
There could be any number of reasons why a few
students haven't mastered the needed- material,
but whatever the reason(s), some positive action
needs to be taketi now it's possible that you did
`notinclude summaries in your previous lessons to
determine whether students had understood the
material and to reinforce the important concepts
Or information By involving students in summariz-
ing the lesson(s), you would probably have dis-
covered earlier that some of your students weren't
ready to go on to additional material

At this point; you need toprovide opportunities for
these students to review the material presented in
earlier lessons until they have mastered it Depend-
ing on the type of content to be learned and the
needs and abilities of these students, you might
record the material on audiotape to enable them to
replay the tape as often as necessary Or, you could
suggest some drills to help them' memorize what
they need to know. Or, you could provide them
with programmed materials in which the content is
presented in small steps

4
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Learning Experience IV
FINAL EXPERIENCE

el!

+IN
A

In an actual school *Rustic"' employ reinforcement techniques.

As conduct your teaching activities. employ reinforcement techniques
with your students. This wjil include---

employing positive, negktive, and extinguishing reinforcerrient as ap-
propriate duringrur lessons and in other interactions with students
employing reinforcement techniques to strengthen the learning of
content summaries) as part of one or more lessons

NOTE: Your resource person may want you to submit your written lesson
plan(s).to him/her for evaluation before you present your lesson(s), It may
be helpful for your resource 'person to use the TPAF from Module
Develop a Lesson Plan, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advince to have your resource person observe at least one
lesson presentation in which you employ reinforcerndnt techniques.

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 47-48.

Based upon the-criteria specified in this assessment instrument, your ,

resource person will determine whether you are competent in employing
reinforcement techniques.

For a defiruboo of actual school situat ion see the inside back cover

4
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM'
Empkty Reinforcement Techniques (C-13)

Name

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appro priate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. Date,
If, because of special circumstances, a performance Component was not
applicable, or impossible tp execute, place an X in the NIA box. Resource Person

is

6

During the lesson, the teacher:
1. was alert and responsive to students' verbal and itonvertyl

Cues

2. immediately reinforced (rewarded) positive bereavibr

3. used reinforcements(positive, negative, extinguishing) that
were suitable to students' needs, interests, and alzilities

LEVEL CA PERFORMANCE

efi

-0
El El El

CI ../
4. used effectively the following nonverbal expressions to

show approval or disapproval, as appropriate'
a. head gestures

b. shoulder movetnenis

c. arm movements

d. hand gestures

a facial expressions

f. -vocal inflection

g. rate of speech

5. used effectively a variety of verbal experssions to show
approval and disapproval .

6. used effectively the giving or withdrawing of mate-
rial rewards or privileges to show ,approval or disap-
preval . . .

7. overall, indicated interest and enthusiasm concerning the
lesson and students' progress

8. used negative reinforcement sparingly,

I
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9. used one or more of the followitiglechniques to strengthen
content learning.
a. audio- or videotape replays

b. summaries and reviews

c. programmed instruction

d drills or practice
.,

10. selected content strengthening techniques on the basis of
a. the lesson objectives . .

b. the individual needs and abilities of studerlris

1

s'....-
../ - '

k*0
4 ' et k i

4 ) 4 4p, 0 i

11 if necessary, explained how to u the equipment, mate-
rials, or resources involved in the of the strengthening i
technique . .

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or. EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response,The teacher and resource person should meet to determine what ,

additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
----.....:
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

Organization
Each module is designed to 'help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success. A module is made upoof a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these tWo functions Completing these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final learning experience The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience After comparing your present needs and corn-
petenc.tes with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions

that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
%b, t you are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learhing ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out'
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, male the
necessary arrangements with your resource peg n if
you do not complete the final experience su 10,
meet with your resource person and 43rrange re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review revious
sections of the module or other r' 'activities
suggested by your resource person before emoting to

-repeat the final experienpe
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach co tency This could involve (1) completing
parts of DV module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) designing your own learning ezperierice, or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person

Terminology
Actual School Situation - refers to a situation in
which you are actually, working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learningexperience You
would then do the final learning experience later, i e ,

when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Feedbick refers to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete
Occupational Specialty° refers tb a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service gea (e g , the
service area Trade and Industrial EdUcation includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
-Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence

Resource Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating'supervising
classroom teacher who _is guiding you in taking this
module
,Student refers to the perion who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution
Vocational Service Area refers to a major vocational
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cation
You or the Teacher
ing the module

. refers to the person who is tak-
ii

Levels sPerformance for Final Assessment
N/A . The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited &AS*/ to perform it
Fair The Ibacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has'some ability to perform it
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner

5()



Titles of The Centefli
Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules

Category ArPrognim Planning, Development, and Evaluation

A-1 Prepare for a Cgmmurtfty Survey IF
A-2 Conduct a Communrtypurvey 1

A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Suniey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-8 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans

_1440.__Conduct tStudent Follow-Up Study
A-1 t Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category B: Inattuctional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop,Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unit on

Develop a Lesson Plan
5 Select Student InstruCtional Materials

B-6 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Categor%C: Instructional Exeeution
C-1
C-2

C-3

C-4
G-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
C-18
C-17
C-18
C-19
C-20
C-21
C-22

C-23
C-24
C-25
C-26
C-27

"'" C-28
C-29

Direct Field Tnps
Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question Box

Techniques
Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
Employ Simulation Techniques
Guide Student Study
Direct Student Laboratory Experience
Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
Employ the Project Method
Introduce a Lesson
Summarize a Lesson
Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
Employ Reinforcement Techniques
Providerinstruetton for Slower and More Ces5able Learners
Present an Illustrated Talk
Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill .
Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
Individualize Instruction
Employ the Teen, Teaching Ap ach
Use Subject Matter Experts to esent Information
Prepare Bulletin Boards and Ex its
Present Information with Models, al Objects. and Flannel

Boards
Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides
Present Information with Films
Present Information with Audio Recordings
Present Information with Te vised and Videotaped Materials
Employ Programmed Instruction
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart 6-

Category D: instructional Evaluation
0-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
D-2 Assess Student Pe e Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student rmancfr Attitudes
D-4 Assess Student rformance Skills
0-5 Determine t Grad
0-6 Evaluate Your In Effectiveness

Category E: Instructional Management

E-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your qudgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities

E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organizethe Vocatiopal Laboratory
E-9 Manage tWe Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques

F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 ;4-Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities

F-5 ,.Assist Students in Applying fpr Employment orFurther Education

Cat4ory G: School-Community Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program

G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program

G-4 Prepare Displays to Proinote Your Vocational Program

G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles ConcerningYour Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Memcerr. of the Community
G-9 Work with State and ,.oca! Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Student Acational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal PhilosophyConcerning Student Vocational

Organizations
H-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
l-1-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
l-1-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization

14-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests4

Category I: Professional Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers

1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education.

J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program

J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and Terminationsof Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program.
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Studert.' Related Instsuction
J-10 Supervise an Empldyer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Matenals
Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

For Information regarding availability and prices of these materials contact

AAV IM
AmerIcan_Osociation for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Englneenng Center University of Georgia Athens, Georgia 30802 (404) 542-2588


